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Platelet-rich plasma application in experimentally-induced
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and meta-analysis
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Abstract

Objective

To determine whether the topical application of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) promotes healing in
experimentally-induced full-thickness skin wounds in animals, a systematic review and meta-
analysis will be performed.

Methods

Web of Science, Cochrane Library, PubMed, Research Gate, Cochrane Wounds Group, and
Veterinary Information Network will be searched to identify randomised and not randomised
controlled clinical trials comparing PRP with placebo or with other treatments in animals. Primary
outcome: reduction of open wound area; secondary outcomes: healing time and number of
healed cases. Effect sizes: Hedges’ g; odds ratio.
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Protocol

Planning to write systematic review

1.

Background
The wound healing process is regulated by a complex interaction of molecular signals involving
mediators, primarily cytokines and growth factors (GFs) [1-5]. Platelets play a fundamental role in the
healing process of skin wounds. The platelet-derived GFs are involved in the recruitment of
mesenchymal cells, and in the synthesis of the extracellular matrix [4-8]. Platelet-Rich Plasma (PRP)
is a platelet concentrate that is applied locally at the injury site, upon activation. In the recent years
the positive effect of PRP for healing enhancement has been reported in many applications of human
medicine: skin ulcers, plastic-reconstructive and cosmetic surgery [1,8-13]; oral-maxillofacial surgery
[9,12]; cartilage and tendon repair [9,12]; orthopaedic surgery and bone reconstruction [9,12,14,15];
and ophthalmology [9,12]. Despite the growing interest, the scientific literature is still limited in
veterinary medicine, where a paucity of randomised clinical trials can be observed [16-25].
Why it is important to do this review
Before designing clinical studies on large human and animal populations with spontaneous disease,
there is the need to assess the evidence of the literature regarding the application of PRP in
experimentally-induced wounds in animals.
Objectives
To determine whether topical application of PRP promotes the healing process in experimentally-
induced full-thickness skin wounds in animals a review of current literature will be performed.
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Guidelines

2.
The principles of the PRISMA guidelines (Preferred Reported Items for Systematic Review and
Meta-analyses) [26,27] and the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions [28]
will be followed.

Eligibility criteria

3.

Primary studies eligibility criteria
A structured approach type PICOS (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcomes, Study
design) will be used.
Types of studies: randomised and non-randomised controlled clinical trials (CCTs) that
compared PRP with other treatments or placebo.
Types of participants: animals of all species, breed and age, on which full-thickness skin
wounds were experimentally induced, and left to heal by secondary intention.
Types of interventions and control group: studies that compared PRP with placebo or with
other topical therapies such as standard care or biomaterials.
 
Report eligibility criteria
No restriction will be placed regarding language and publication date. Only studies published on
indexed, peer-reviewed journals will be considered.

Types of outcome measures

4.

Primary outcome:
Size reduction of open wound area in the PRP treated wounds compared to the size reduction in
control wounds.
Secondary oucomes:
-healing time (time needed to obtain the complete healing of the wound) in PRP treated wounds
compared to controls;
-number of healings (proportion of wounds showing complete healing) in PRP treated wounds
compared to controls.
Any reference to the assessment of wound complications, wound pain, quality of life and adverse
events related to the intervention was also sought.

Search methods for identification of studies

5.

Electronic searches
The electronic search will be undertaken on the following databases: Web of Science, Cochrane
Library, PubMed, Research Gate, Cochrane Wounds Group, and Veterinary Information Network
(VIN).
The search will be done using the following keywords, combined using the Boolean operators
AND, OR:
-platelet / platelet-rich / platelet-rich plasma / platelet gel;
-wound / skin / ulcer;
-animal / dog (canine) / horse (equine) / pig (swine) / goat (caprine) / sheep (ovine) / cow (cattle,
bovine) / cat (feline) / rabbit (cunicola) / mouse (mice, murine) / rat.

Data collection
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6.

Selection of studies
Two independent reviewers will perform the screening. Any discrepancies will be resolved by
discussion among all members of the review team.
All identified studies will be assessed by the inclusion/exclusion criteria then subjected to the
screening phase. Duplicates emerging from one or more search strategies and databases will be
excluded.
The records screened will be selected using a two-step approach, first by analyzing the title and
abstract (with identification of the # of records excluded), then by analyzing the full-text (with
identification of the # of full-text articles assessed for eligibility). The reason for exclusion will be
specified for each of the excluded references (# of full-text articles excluded, with reasons).
The identified studies will be classified as included in the systematic review (# of studies included
in the qualitative synthesis) and in the meta-analysis (# of studies included in the quantitative
synthesis - meta-analysis) thus completing the PRISMA flow diagram.
Data extraction and management
The following data from each included primary study will be extracted and recorded in a data
extraction form:
-study characteristics (name, design, country, funding source);
-publication characteristics (year, language, type);
-participants’ characteristics (number, species);
-characteristics of induced lesions (size and number of wounds, induction mode);
-intervention characteristics (PRP production technique, platelet concentration);
-treatment protocol (division into groups and groups description, randomisation, number of PRP
applications, frequency of applications, bandage);
-assessments carried out in primary studies (outcome measures, the presence of multiple time
points or waves);
-main results of primary studies.

Analysis of meta-data

7.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies
The risk of bias assessment will base on the guidance in the Cochrane Handbook of Systematic
Reviews of Intervention [28]. The adequacy of the method used to generate the allocation sequence
(random sequence generation, selection bias), the method of allocation concealment (allocation
concealment, selection bias), the level of blinding (blinding of outcome assessment, detection bias),
the presence of incomplete outcome data (attrition bias), and the defect in the reproduction of results
(selective reporting, reporting bias) will be examined.
Measures of treatment effect (effect size)
For the outcomes “size reduction of the wound area” and “healing time” the Hedges’ g will be used.
Hierarchical scale for data entry format from primary studies:
1. mean values, standard deviations, sample size (gold data entry format);
2. mean values, t-value (result of t-test), sample size;
3. mean values, statistical significance (p-value), sample size;
4. t-value, sample size;
5. p-value, sample size.
For the outcome “number of healings” the odds ratio (OR) will be used. To calculate the OR for each
study, the number of subjects healed (event) and the total sample size of each group will be used as
gold data entry format.
Unit of analysis
The unit of analysis will be the single wound.
Dealing with missing data
The authors of primary studies will be contacted in order to obtain additional information where data
will be missing or unclear.
Management of complex meta-analytical databases
In case of detection in primary studies of complex meta-analytical databases, such as independent
subgroups, multiple outcomes, multiple comparisons, multiple time points (waves), the complexity of
data will be maintained in the analysis wherever possible. Otherwise, the possibility of performing a
pre-analysis for each complex database will be considered.
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Assessment of heterogeneity

8.

The presence of heterogeneity will be assessed with the Q homogeneity test. The impact of
heterogeneity was statistically quantified using the I2. The I2 value will be interpreted on the basis
of the cut-off proposed by Higgins et al. (25%, low; 50%, moderate; 75%, high level of
heterogeneity) [29,30,31].

Assessment of reporting biases

9. The publication bias will be assessed by Funnel Plot method, Egger's linear regression method,
and Trim and Fill method.

Analysis of the moderators and evaluation of heterogeneity

10.
Potential moderators of possible heterogeneity will be considered and analyzed, in particular:
country; animal species; initial wound size; funding source; number of spinning cycles for PRP
production; activation procedures; platelet concentration in PRP; number of treatments. When
necessary, a recodification of moderators will be considered.

Sensitivity analysis
11. For each meta-analysis project, a sensitivity analysis will be carried out.

Data synthesis

12. Any statistical analyses of metadata will be performed with software ProMeta version 2
(Internovi, Cesena, Italy).
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